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EDITORIAL 
 

Ah deadlines! Sorry folks this should have 
been out some time ago – most of the copy 
was nicely provided by a range of writers over 
previous months but finally getting the whole 
thing to jell has been a bit fraught – mainly in 
just finding time. The weather has not helped 
– hot nights are not the best thinking time, 
especially after a glass or two! 
Another major deadline is the 10 March for 
the International Restoration Competition 
organised by the SQCRS of Canada – but of 
course you knew about that from the slip in 
the November bulletin anyway. 
The other deadline of note is the NZVRS 
subscription renewal for 2014. For those 
printed copy renewal members (ie coloured 
address slip) please note that from this 
bulletin only a minimal number of “spare” 
copies for catch-up will be printed as a way to 
control our costs. E-copy of course will be 
easily provided. 
Perhaps the major committee activity of the 
holiday season has been the compression of 
our rented storage facility library sorting 
space. This has seen the library collection 
reduced to about 200 storage boxes (the 
essential collection) with 10 pallets of less 
desirable books and magazines that cover 
areas not deemed NZVRS core interest. There 
will be a couple of members-only “clearance 
sales” to help reduce the volume of this latter 
pile and progressively, hopefully over the next 
few months, shelving will be installed at our 
hall, below the meeting room to house the 
core collection. This will still be in storage 
boxes awaiting cataloguing so don’t go 
rushing in with your specialised requests too 
soon! However normal circuit information 
requests are still being processed in parallel 
with this activity by your hardworking 
librarians Bruce and Ross.   
 

Cheers, David 
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The Cover Picture: 
The later versions of this picture have 
always fascinated me. It was not until 
recently that this “un-shopped” version was 
found in the 1903 edition of “The Romance 
of Modern Invention” – but I am sure there 
are earlier examples. Later variations of the 
same picture have had the background rural 
scenery removed and generally are of a 
lower picture quality. In these later 
versions I was always intrigued by the 
gentleman seated on the back steps of the 
vehicle - as it looked to me as if he may 
have lost his left leg! The more-original 
(and hence better detailed) photographic 
reproduction here however shows that 
infact his leg was across the other with his 
hat on his knee. I have included a later 
published variation of the same picture (but 
“shopped”) on this bulletin’s back page to 
better explain what I am trying to say. 
Anyway it’s quite a sizeable “mobile” text 
machine when compared with the ones we 
carry today – 110 years later! 
 

Noted Passings 
 

Ray Dolby  UK developer of the Dolby 
audio noise reduction systems. 
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Observtions by TradeMe Triode 
 

Happy New Year Folks! And greetings to you all again, here amid 
another beautiful Kiwi Summer - BBQ at the ready! 
A momentary lapse of reason.  (Apologies to David Gilmour) 
As any self-respecting scribe/author will “confess”, the role of being an 
observer, a watcher, commentator or correspondent (though in my case, 
not that of a critic, I hasten to add) is quite often fraught with “danger. 
The danger (or “devil”) isn’t in this wonderful passing parade of majestic (sic) wirelesses with 
all of their interesting nuances as individual collectors’ items. It isn’t necessarily either, in the 
huge cast of assorted characters so vibrantly presented out there on “the Trade Me stage”, each 
it would seem with a purpose in this “passion-play”. Ah no, the “devil”, my dear friends, is 
indeed in the detail, hiding amid fact, fiction, fantasy and folly — and that detail (or much of 
it) lies in our radio past, gone and now “the property of history” as it were. The Triode, most 
sincerely tenders to you all, his apologies for the lapse in research and concentration and his 
failure to accurately recall and convey correctly, historical fact with regard to the history of 
RCA, as reported in this column, in Bulletin Vol. 34 #3. Quite quickly, (as you will have 
doubtless seen), I was correctly called to account. That’s great! — it’s welcomed! — thank 
you! As the feedback in the correspondence section of the same Bulletin, from an observant 
reader suggests, “Let’s keep those Triodes warm and the ships records straight”. We all need a 
reality-check at times and by learning from our mistakes (no matter how small), we introduce 
the fine colour from the palate of our great hobby to the canvas! Let us then apply our brush-
strokes to it, with accuracy, honesty and passion. And so, now on with the show! 
The period immediately prior to the close of 2013, saw a nice selection of wireless collectibles 
on offer “Trackside” here on Trade Me. It was a little like Ellerslie really, perhaps even Ascot 
or The Melbourne Cup (Sincerely folks, I’m NOT a racecourse punter, but the obvious analogy 
of Trade Me to the galloping excitement of a racetrack life, is for this writer, sometimes just far 
too good to pass up!) However, I will bet you fine folk, that microfarad for microfarad, ohm 
for ohm and volt for volt, that this little country “won’t be beat” outside of the mighty USA, 
for fine collectible “wireless bloodstock” for we discerning Kiwi (and other) punters to indulge 
in, if indeed we wish to do so. Wirelesses represented this time, cover nearly 40 years of radio 
manufacturing, ranging in date from 1924, just a scant 2 years after the dawn of Commercial 
Broadcasting here in NZ, right up to the introduction of a radio “species” named General 
(chuckle!) in 1962.  I ask that you forebear with this writers attempts at “Festive Frivolity” as 
this time of year is, after all, meant to be a joyous one, filled with happiness and good cheer. 
So, with our editors kind licence and a little of your time and patience:- please, read on:… 
We start with two gems-right off the Top Shelf: (One fully complete and the other----well?!!) 
A 1937 AWA Fisk “Radiolette (“Empire State”) 5valve, Bakelite mantel. 

This one was in a walnut brown-coloured cabinet, though with (unoriginal) black knobs (of the 
correct type as stated by the seller in response to a watchers’ question). These sets never seem 
to disappoint and this one was no exception. Described thus: “No cracks, a complete radio (no 
parts missing) but is in need of realignment” (Mmmm?), this high-end collector’s radio left the 
expected reserve price of $800 very quickly in its wake. I remember someone paying $230 
cash! for an Ivory “Empire State” with attractive Black and Orange mottling at a mid - 1980’s 
deceased estate auction and even a real urban tale of finding a true gem, a Jade Green example 
of this Aussie-icon, among the discards of a Remuera (Auckland) inorganic rubbish collection 
in the late 1980’s. (Not anymore sonny!! --- not anymore!) . This very original set on offer here 
was rarer than most “Empire States” we see here in NZ, in that it was produced with a back 
(many “Empire States” produced by AWA, weren’t). The following year (1938) the so-called 
“Big Brother”; slide-rule dialled, AWA Fisk Radiola, (with an altogether different cabinet 
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styling) e.g.: The Walnut coloured Model 53A, also sported a “Radalec” back. As expected in 
any Kiwi AWA “Radiolette” auction nowadays, near the close of play in came the Aussies and 
two bidders from “across the ditch”, one a well-known Bakelite wireless aficionado with 
several TradeMe “scalps” and the other, (and judging from the (1) beside his TradeMe name, 
squeaky-new to the “TradeMe Gallops”) “crossed the NZ$1,000 line, head to head” and by “a 
$10 nose” the more seasoned bidder won the day at “the fall of the hammer” price (not an 
expression I’d readily associate with a high-end Bakelite, AWA “Empire State”!) of $1,010. 
Bargain?--Let’s just say — “Expected”. 
Our second set from the “rarefied air”- section of high-end wireless, was I think a “NZ first” to 
be offered on Trade Me. 
A 1933 Emerson, Model 411, “Mickey Mouse”, Repwood mantel. (CABINET –ONLY). 

As mentioned in past Triode reports (and also in this issue) it never ceases to amaze, how we 
here in NZ, were the recipients of such an astonishing variety of collectible wirelesses, some 
rare in even “Mother America”. The only sad aspect of separation between those genuine 
collectibles found in NZ and those found in the U.S.A. is of course, their condition. In general 
terms, we simply can’t compete with the U.S.A. for “original condition” wireless collectibles.  
If The Triode handed out an Award in the “What a real, real shame” category, then this, our 
next offering, must surely be the principal candidate of all-time, as the recipient. Clearly, this 
cabinet was in beautiful, original, condition. Its original paper-stickers and decals and its 
“Mickey Mouse” characters, (I recognised several from “TradeMe”!) all beautifully preserved 
in “Repwood” (aka: “Reproduction Wood”, which was essentially wood chip-pulp and glue, 
fused in a mould under high compression and later stained, so very typically used in the 1932 
to 1934 U.S. radio industry in particular). From deep beneath a $500 reserve, we read that this 
cabinet was home to a transistorised chassis (Arrrrggh! Shock! Horror!) — and was stated as 
being “installed by an elderly Ham neighbour who (in good faith) had ‘junked’ the original (4 
valve, Emerson) chassis”. The vendor (in response to questions from watchers) checked --- and 
yes, it HAD gone! Interest-a-plenty from both sides of The Tasman Sea attracted a massive 549 
viewer “hits” — this tiny little cabinet classic selling for the incredible sum of just under $700! 
A watcher quite correctly commented to the vendor that this set, a Model 411, was 
manufactured by “The Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation” of N.Y. City. U.S.A. 
(they didn’t name ‘em short back then Ma!!). The same watcher also commented that they had 
seen a completely original example sell on E-Bay in mid - 2013 and remarked to the vendor: 
“Trust me, you don’t want to know what it sold for”! The Triode too had seen that same E-Bay 
auction and I can report that the E-Bay hammer fell (oops!) at US$1,520!! (By adding 20% for 
currency, exchange - differential, then that’s a very big NZ$1,824 thank you kind Sir!). So; for 
an original cabinet-only – reasonable buying at c. NZ$700?  I’ll let you good folks be the judge 
here, but consider perhaps this: What would be the likelihood of finding an original chassis for 
this lovely cabinet in NZ? - I’d venture to say: almost nil. What about sourcing one from the 
U.S.A. ? — possible, but at what price the time and effort to do so?. Yet, it’s that old “Beauty is 
in the eye of the beholder” thing again isn’t it? But value to a collector of Disney/Mickey 
Mouse ephemera, as a static-display item only? — now that’s another story. 
Sometimes wirelesses “turn-up” that although they aren’t completely original, there’s easily 
enough originality on offer to justify a healthy bid and given time, patience, availability of 
parts (and expertise!) a discerning buyer can acquire a fine collectible, which can be restored to 
(or close to) its former glory. Our next item is one such set. 
A 1924 F.A.D.A.  Neutrodyne. The 3-valve Model  195A. “Neutro Junior”. 

Manufactured in September of 1924, by F.A.D. Andrea Radio Inc. (Frank Angelo D’Andrea) 
1581C Jerome Ave, New York City N.Y. U.S.A. there was quite a lot of unoriginality in this 
offering, but on closer inspection, possibilities did exist. Resplendent in its original mahogany 
cabinet, was its also original and intact, water-based, black and gold FADA decal on the inside 
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of its lift-up lid. (Love that!). Its original valve line-up was 3x 201A’s, but this example had 
been converted to house 3 x type 30 tubes. Unoriginal too, was the centre pointer/control knob 
AND the three holes drilled in the otherwise fully original Bakelite front panel! A separate, 
unoriginal Power Supply and modern ROLA speaker were offered by the vendor as “optional 
and free of charge” (although freight, if this item was wanted, obviously wasn’t). Aspects of 
unoriginal items aside and lacking any further information re: modifications done (or indeed, 
any questions “from the auction room floor” relating to this subject), this desirable collector’s 
item attracted four punters keen to own it and hopefully convert it back to “original” eg to go 
hunting for its elusive F.A.D.A. extension speaker (which sometimes turns up on E-Bay). With 
a very reasonable selling price of $160, this one gets The Triodes Bargain Award for this issue. 
Well done to all involved! 
A 1926 Amplion “Cabinette”, Model A114, Loudspeaker. 

Manufactured in 1926 by Alfred Graham & Co Ltd (Amplion) at their prestigious 25-26 
Saville Row, Regent Street, London West, address (We can “pop” next door and see the 
Barrister darling, or perhaps “duck” across the street and have you measured-up for your 
“made- to- measure” Harris Tweed Suit ?) Housed in a beautiful, original Oak cabinet, one of 
these retailed when new in October of 1926 for Three Pounds and Three Shillings and 
upgrading to the high-end version, resplendent in a Mahogany cabinet, would set you back 
“just” another 12 Shillings ole Boy!. The handsome driver unit on this example was encased in 
a pretty, mottled, red and black case, very reminiscent of Philips’s “Philite” colour schemes on 
their Model 2510 panelling and also on their Peter Pan, Baby Grand and PCJJ extension 
speakers from around 4 years later than our Amplion. This well-presented example with its 
English, Pye – like “Sunrise” patterned speaker fretwork, attracted 4 bidders (3 of them keen!). 
After passing its low, low opening bid of just $10 and a modest $80 reserve “the finish line 
flashed-by for the lucky winner” at just $120. Bargain! 
From a similar period in those Roaring 20’s; 
A 1925 G.E.C.ophone (“Gecophone Junior”) Crystal set.  
Manufactured by The General Electric Co (UK) Ltd, this little beauty measuring just 8”x 5 ¾” 
x 3” first went on offer when new for the not inconsiderable sum of 16 Shillings to a radio-
captivated UK public. With its nickel-plated fittings, Mahogany case and front panel with 
Bakelite dial to legions of School boys and girls (and parents!) in 1925 - this was all they could 
afford. This example was sadly missing its glass-encased “cats whisker” or galena crystal 
detector. Even so, there were amazingly no takers at the opening price of $90 for this lovely, 
otherwise all-original treasure. When it was re-offered, at the still quite reasonable sum of $120 
- the same result occurred. 
General Radio: -- The war that never was! - (and a wee bit of fun!) 

First released by The Bell Radio & Television Corporation (Grand aye!) in 1962, 11 years after 
the introduction of their phenomenally successful “Colt/Cadet” range (which enjoyed a NZ 
radio-industry, unprecedented 20 year reign) these General radios were of Japanese design and 
made under license by Bell in NZ. (One can only guess at what the reaction of many World 
War 2 vets must have been, in light of the conflict with Japan a scant 17 years earlier!). 
Interestingly also, was the “plugging into” Military history and the taking as the Model-names 
of these sets, names of distinguished Military Generals (“Kitchener”, “Sherman”, 
“Wellington”, “Gordon” and “La Fayette”- et al) -- and advertising vigorously the ( then quite 
new) modern Transistorised circuitry that several “HiFi”- circuited  General models employed. 
These radios, although very “modernistic” – looking for their time, were relatively expensive, 
retailing here in NZ at between 15 and 30 Pounds! with their new HiFi and push-pull Output 
stage. All of this bore no comparison to the basic 4 or 5 valved “Colt”, which upon 
introduction to the NZ market in 1951, retailed on average at less than 15 Pounds. The General 
quickly lost command of the “Public Pound” and “fashion-favour” of the Boss of the 
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Household, Mrs Citizen, to the “Colt” - due it would seem, to the Generals lack of reliability in 
the field.  General Radio --- “The high fashion radio, at the low, low price” – so the advertising 
for these somewhat “Jetson-look-alike” radios tells us!  
Well, quite an army of Generals has marched onto “Trade ME’s’ battlefield” in recent times, 
some still at the aforesaid “low, low price” and others? — “weeeelll”???  
“On parade here and awaiting your inspection folks” are four distinguished examples:- 
1) A General “Wellington”, Model # 7HA-801A (Ah!—Quiz-time!--But did it actually 
employ the use of 801A’s I hear you ask?) — Mmmm! A battery /mains/ All Transistor- (“I 
can’t see any of those glass tube-“thingys” Pa!!) — in going order and resplendent in “his” 
Blue and White uniform — this dear ole chap certainly “passed muster”, but was sadly, 
“passed in” for a mere $25. 
2) Another General - name, (rank?) and serial number! Unavailable on-line due to this ole’ 
boys damaged (as in missing) back where such model information was written (“that Sudan 
campaign was murder Boy!”). This “space-age” looking machine (possibly a General 
“Kitchener” from the North African campaign?) was also missing its knob for the tone control 
(“War is hell boy!”). Unable to find a home for $195, this 52 year old veteran was also passed-
in. 
3) Another unidentified General, looking very much like the same model General as 
previously inspected, was also out on TradeMe’s parade ground recently and was offered to a 
new home, along with a brown Ultimate “Broadcast Minor” mantel. This General was 
described as “Missing its left leg” (seriously folks, that’s what it said!!) — (“Urumph!! — you 
got that out there on the (consumer) battlefield Boyo?”), but “he” was otherwise described as 
being “in working order”! (Mmmm - does this mean that: “Legless, but in working order”, is 
De Rigueur for all retired Generals I hear you ask?)  Nevertheless, not one of you would make 
room for this lovely ole’ chap (“my dear old things!”) and so he too was passed on - (err, I 
mean “in”) at just $40. 
4) The final General was a bona-fide General “Kitchener” and was “turned-out” in fine form 
on the TradeMe parade ground. However; in answer to a watchers question regarding “his” 
colour, the vendors response was that (“he”) was in “running”(?) order-- (“No room in this 
campaign for cowards Boy!!”) — but described as “being Grey, sort of Light Blue” (“Urumph! 
— bloody canteen tucker again boy!!”) and so, despite a modest reserve of just $68 and being 
(en)listed twice, this fine ole’ fella also failed to find a new home.  And so, with stiff upper lip, 
we must press on! 
Finally, another flavour entirely; A Ham Transceiver — A Kenwood/ Trio Model TS 520S.  
Nicely described on Trade Me, in going order and in what looked to be in very nice original 
condition. This set, if my memory [you have one?] serves me correctly, was Kenwood /Trios 
first departure from their All-Valve Transceiver, the previous Model was the Model TS 500. (A 
reader, far more knowledgeable than I on this subject, may wish to offer a correction).  
So at the close of play then, for this auction, this issue from “The Triode” and this reliable old 
stalwart (160 to 10 meters) we see this gem finding a new home (to a licensed Ham only) for 
just $81.50! I can’t recall the year of introduction of the TS520, nor its selling price when new 
— but I’m willing to bet you (again?) that it was a lot more than $81.50 folks!  
“By Hokey !!” (as a 1960’s Selwyn Toogood [or much later ‘seldom any good’ in our 

household Ed.] may well have exclaimed, as we tuned into “It’s in the Bag” on our (then new) 
Bell General “Kitcheners” — “That’s a fiiine prize Tineke” said Selwyn! My aging memory 
tells me that so too was Tineke, What-ho ole’ boy!! 
So on this very festive New Years’ note (Ham AND Radio together? - what more could we be 
served?) and with the graciousness of Editorial Indulgence, I’ll bid you 73’s and once again, 
farewell until we meet again. 
Keep smiling! — and remember;  “Keep those Triodes warm folks”! 
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A trap for the young & not so young! From John Dodgshun 
 

Just before Christmas I was asked to have a look at a 1950’s Ultimate mantle radio that wasn’t 

going at all well. The valve line-up was fairly standard: ECH21, 6BA6, 6AV6, 6AQ5, 6X4. 

The voltages were all reasonable and after replacing all of the old, leaky paper capacitors, the 

set performed a lot better. A check of the alignment brought about another big increase in 

performance. However, there was a niggly 50Hz hum present regardless of the position of the 

volume control. Ah ha! Dried out electrolytic capacitors – easy! 

But no, this definitely wasn’t the cause. Time to start looking more closely. When the control 

grid of the 6AQ5 was bypassed to earth at the valve pin, the hum disappeared completely. 

Bypassing the control grid of the 6AV6 made no difference at all and bypassing the plate of the 

6AV6 also made little difference. Curiouser & curiouser!  

Not much between these two valves that could be the cause of this problem.  But wait, there 

was a 1k grid stopper resistor in the 6AQ5 control grid circuit and the connection between this 

resistor and the coupling capacitor from the 6AV6 was made using one of the two “NC” pins of 

the 6X4 rectifier. Lifting the joint off the 6X4 pin caused the problem to disappear. A faulty 

6X4 me thinks. Well, not quite. After re-soldering the joint to the socket pin, a replacement of 

the 6X4 certainly fixed the hum but there was no difference in the output voltage so the 

original 6X4 was electrically OK.  

In the octal valve series, many valves have pins missing so it is perfectly OK to use these pins 

on the bases as tag points. Miniature valves on the other hand always have all their pins, with 

the “NC” pins going nowhere inside the envelope. In this particular 6X4, the floating pin inside 

the envelope was bent and very nearly touching (I had to use a magnifying glass to see the gap) 

one of the two plate pins. The same pin on the replacement valve was well clear of everything. 

So, the increased capacitance between the 6X4 plate and the bent pin was sufficient to allow a 

small coupling into the grid circuit of the 6AQ5 [ie coupling a small amount of the 200 volt 

50Hz ac from the rectifier anode plate. Ed] 

After shifting the connection to the other “NC” pin on the 6X4, my good friend went home 

very pleased with the wireless he was giving to his wife as a Christmas present. 

 

 

 

Editor’s comment: From the two photo examples above it would seem that the unconnected 

pins 2 and 5 of the 6X4 are used as supports (or tensioners) for the lower mica section of the 

electrode support. While John’s fault as described above is probably a rare event, it does hint 

at the pitfalls of using so called spare valve pins for other purposes – especially so on the set’s 

rectifier valve! This practice may have been cost effective and work fine when the set was 

made, but subsequent possible valve changes can bring up unexpected problems. 
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An R1155A Restoration  Part 2  from Ian Thomson 
 

Decision Time.  Refurbishing the BFO box marked the first point I consciously had to decide 

how far I was going to go with the DF circuit replacement; was I going to leave the DF part of 

the BFO box empty, or should I replace all these components such that in the future if the other 

DF components in the receiver became available, then this work would have already been 

done?  My answer was that I would rebuild the DF electronics as well, because sods law would 

eventually mean by some quirk of fate, it would probably be me that would have to do this 

work and in doing this work I would appease my pet hate of undoing something that I have 

already done once.  Therefore all the DF components inside the BFO box were removed, 

checked and reassembled.  By adopting this stance I had extended the restoration process, 

because all DF parts throughout the receiver were electrically re-instated as far as possible.  At 

least I had upheld my own righteousness which abhors those people who simply strip perfectly 

good receivers (or anything else for that matter), for the sole purposes of financial gain by 

individually selling the parts.  I would like to think one day the remaining DF parts would be 

found and this restoration will be properly concluded. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 The BFO and DF Box after Rebuild 
 

With the majority of the front panel control identification plates missing, my dilemma was how 

to contrive replacements?  There were several options; either I commissioned the local cobbler 

in the shopping mall to make brass (name) plates, but this was going to be expensive and over 

the top, or I used the sticky metallic labels that I had bought off John Swingewood (G4CVU) 

some years earlier, or I sprayed up some suitably profiled Aluminium cut-outs and then white 

Letraset
®
 labelled them.  Using John’s labels was obviously the easiest and most convenient 

option.  What I was not happy about with John’s labels was they do not stick very well to 
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crinkle paint and to my mind they do not look right when used this way.  Therefore, I 

compromised by milling out some thin Aluminium sheet as copies of each of these label 

profiles and then stuck the metallic labels to these Aluminium cut-outs.  After much milling on 

my Unimat
®
 3 lathe, I have to admit that the end result looks superb on the radio, making the 

effort worthwhile and satisfying.  My next problem was finding slotted screws to affix these 

labels to the front of the receiver.  Have you ever tried finding very small, slotted self-tapping 

screws?  They are impossible to find!  Fortunately John Walker (NZVRS Christchurch) came 

to my rescue.  Thank you John. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 The Front Panel Labels 
 

Transformers, Capacitors and Wooden Inductors.  Like four other R1155 audio output 

transformers that I have, the secondary winding of this receiver’s audio transformer was open 

circuit.  Why the secondary should always fail, is something I do not understand other than to 

believe a previous owner had connected the Jones plugs incorrectly.  With no spare audio 

transformers I had no option but to rewind this transformer making this my first transformer 

rewind.  After taking the transformer to pieces and counting the number of secondary turns of 

0·07mm diameter enamelled wire I found, fortunately, that I only needed to remove the outer 

set of windings because the primary was wound first.  This greatly eased the amount of 

rewinding.  Jeff King (NZVRS Christchurch) kindly leant me his transformer winder which 

helped enormously (thank you Jeff) although I had to hand tension and sweep the wire across 

the former during the rewind.  This required great care and patience especially with such thin 

wire but I was successful and felt confident enough to strip down and wind another of my dead 

audio transformers that same afternoon, for a spare. 
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Figure 9 Rewinding the Audio Transformer Secondary 
 

All the older axial paper capacitors in the 

R1155 needed to be replaced.  Using the 

same technique as I did on my R1155N 

rebuild; I took modern axial capacitors 

and first wrapped them in corrugated 

cardboard to bring them to the correct 

outside diameter.  Each of these 

capacitors was then wrapped in a coloured 

print-out of the original capacitor label 

redrawn on a computer and glued in 

place.  The two ends were covered using a 

small disk of black cardboard punctured 

with a centre hole for the wire to pass 

through.  Finally, for originality, I gently 

melted some of the wax I had saved from 

stripping out the tubular capacitors earlier 

and rolled my new capacitors in this wax.  

At first this is a tricky process but with a 

little practice it is easy to find the right 

temperature to give the wax the correct 

viscosity to layer the new capacitors.  
 

Figure 10 A Pair of New Capacitors 
 

Now comes a confession; the two distinctive L24 coils attached to the coil box (used as part of 

the DF multi-vibrator circuit) were made out of a wooden dowel turned on my lathe to 

replicate the L24 profile, then suitably stained, varnished and again rolled in warm wax.  

Within an afternoon I managed to produce a copy of their original aluminium mounting plate 

using a template from another receiver – this was particularly satisfying for someone like me 

who is not good with metal work.  Whilst these parts will never work (or should not?) at least 

they make the receiver look more complete internally and could be replaced if the real parts 

become available.  The only assembly I was not able to satisfactorily fabricate was the 

associated Paxolin capacitor tag board these coils connect to, mounted on that same end of the 

coil box.  Everything I tried looked wrong and detracted from the appearance of the remainder 

of the receiver and was best left out. 
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Figure 11 Turning a 

Replacement Wooden 

Inductor 
 

Can Anyone Help?   

Replacing the missing 

front panel “Meter Deflec. 

High-Low” front panel 

black Bakelite knob (see 

“Front Panel Labels” 

Figure 8) was a challenge 

I met by buying black 

resin plus some casting 

mould solution off eBay.  

Using a knob from another 

receiver I generated the 

casting mould that was then filled with black resin to make the knob.  Perhaps the most 

formidable part of the whole rebuild process was replacing the Perspex front frequency 

window.  This window was clearly moulded which left me with no option but to make my own 

mould using a window from another receiver (the one from this receiver was too distorted) to 

use as a template, out of plaster.  Crafting this plaster mould involved many weeks of patiently 

sanding and filling to produce a smooth surface that the plastic would form to, without adding 

any noticeable blemishes or irregularities.  That was the easy part.  
 

  
 

Figure 12 Plaster Mould 
 

Next came finding a suitable plastic.  After talking to John McKimm (NZVRS Christchurch) 

he suggested I use Lexan that when heated in an oven, will become limp enough to fall by its 

own weight on to the mould and stay there after cooling.  In an old oven I found in our barn, I 

warmed up some Perspex (because I could not source any Lexan) cut to approximately the 

right size and placed this on my plaster mould and watched it shrivel up!  Okay, I tried cutting 
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another piece suitably scaled to accommodate the shrinkage and now I have two shrivelled up 

pieces of Perspex.  What I really need is some Lexan (or similar) that is approximately 1·3mm 

thick x 22cm x 14cm and an idiots guide how to heat it up.  Any help would be greatly 

appreciated for future projects.  In the mean time I have found a frequency window from 

another R1155 and used that for this radio.  The circular frequency dial plate was very kindly 

drawn up by Terry Collins (NZVRS Christchurch) on his computer, printed out on one large 

sticky address label and attached to the original metal plate.  Terry that was a superb job – 

thank you.  To conclude the rebuild, I first polished the front panel brass ID plate using 

Brasso
®
 to bare brass and then inked around the lettering using a combination of a 0·2mm and 

1·0mm nib fitted to my Rotring
®
 pen filled with black Indian type ink.  To protect the ink and 

prevent the exposed polished Brass lettering from becoming tarnished, I lightly sprayed the ID 

plate with a clear varnish.  This is the second ID plate I have processed this way with great 

effect. 

 
 

Figure 13  Frequency Dial Label to be Attached to Metal Original 
 

The Moment of Truth.  Always (for me), the most nerve racking part of a rebuild is powering 

up the receiver for the first time, particularly after a complete strip down and rebuild of an 

R1155 with its dreaded coil box.  This was the moment of truth; had I correctly wired every 

single connection (I had checked it enough times during the reconstruction) and was 

everything now working as originally intended?  There was only one way to find out, so I 

gingerly applied one tenth of the correct final HT Voltage (with current limiting) to the Jones 

plug terminals, without any valves fitted and measured and compared the expected voltages on 

the majority of nodes around the receiver circuits for each receiver mode setting.  As a double 

check, I checked the conductivity between the heater supply and the other supplies, which 

should be isolated for all settings.  A few judicious resistance measurements further boosted 

my confidence before increasing the HT Voltages to full potential, followed by refitting the 

valves.  One peculiarity of the R1155 is the HT
+
 supply is applied floating between the HT

+
 

and HT
-
 front panel connections, allowing the receiver to resistively define its’ internal 

voltages relative to ground potential, depending upon the mode switch settings.  In a fully 

functional receiver, the HT
-
 supply is either at -30V or -40V (relative to chassis/ground 

potential) for “Omni” or “AVC” modes respectively, for an HT supply of 240V DC.  

Removing the DF circuit components as advocated in the many articles for modifying the 
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receiver, will corrupt these levels and compromise the original designed-for performance 

especially in AVC mode.  Thus, when I added back the DF resistors I was hoping to preserve 

the original status quo, which is what I found.  Tuning the finished receiver proceeded by 

successively adding each valve and then tuning each stage IF, LO then RF, starting from the 

audio output stage in the receiver line-up and working back towards the aerial input.  When I 

finally measured the receiver’s sensitivity I was pleased to find that it was excellent. 
 

 
 

Figure 14.  The finished Receiver top view. 
 

And Finally the Last Step.   So what is left to do?  My final step is the outside case which I 

have repeatedly put off time and again because the original coating on the case that I have is a 

crinkle paint finish.  How I hate crinkle finishes because I simply cannot get them right on a 

large multi-sided surface or any large surface for that matter.  Fortunately I have noted that 

normally R1155A receiver cases are spray painted with a smooth finish suggesting this is the 

wrong case for this receiver, which is not unusual.  Therefore (conveniently for me) to avoid 

the nightmare of replacing this crinkle finish, I have elected to strip this case and spray paint it 

a smooth matt black.  I still have this one task to complete when the weather finally settles (and 

I have my house back after its earthquake repairs) which is another much worse nightmare. 
 

Footnotes. 

As a footnote, restoring any electrical equipment requires recreating several manufacturing 

processes perhaps using toxic substances, therefore I would strongly recommend that suitable 

precautions are taken at every stage of any rebuild process and always seek advice from 

experts, if you are unsure.  Remember too, that lethal voltages are exposed inside the radio 

chassis during the tuning and alignment.  Finally, I would like to add that I am very grateful 

indeed for all the assistance I received during this rebuild.  Thank you. 

In concluding, I would like to say that I shall now (reluctantly because this receiver has turned 

out very well) be selling this receiver and hope that it finds its way either to a museum or a 

collector who would appreciate it. 

Ian Thomson  email :  melanie.thompson@clear.net.nz 
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Figure 15.  The finished Receiver from the front. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 16.  The finished Receiver bottom view (coil box lid left off). 
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Chasing ‘Goliath’, The Giant From Fort Wayne: Steinite’s Model 102A  

Prologue: The Labyrinth.   By Mark Thomson 
 

I had held very serious concern for the safety of the 
three of us, should there have been a collapse. 
Fortunately we had safely emerged from deep 
within a labyrinth, formed by 1 metre-wide (at best) 
“corridors”, the “walls” of which were composed of 
very unstable-looking, floor to ceiling stacks of 
quite literally, tens of thousands of 78 rpm records. 
The majority of these were housed in “shelving”, 
made of either old wooden beer crates or flimsy-
looking cardboard cartons, straining under 
considerable loading. The fine art of extradition 
from this maze (by shuffling sideways) brought for 
me a profound sense of relief, each shuffle bringing 
me closer to the “outside”.  
As the three of us; the property owner, my friend 
Gerry Billman and I stepped out into the sunlight, 
I’m sure that at least two of us were thankful for our 
collective safety. Just the sight of Gerry’s solid 
frame emerging from the depths, can for me be best 
described as deliverance! In my sport (surfing large 
waves over open-ocean with coral bottoms) I can 
probably be fairly described as somewhat of an 
adrenalin “junky” - but I don’t ‘do’ claustrophobia at 
all well and that, combined with no ‘Plan B’ in the event of an emergency inside this cramped, 
Category-One fire hazard, ensured that anxiety came all too easy for me. 
However, seldom in a lifetime does one get the opportunity to be shown a collection of classic 
Edison Phonograph machines and even less often, a collection housed deep within three 
conjoined and consecutive tin sheds, each padlocked. Inside each unit was crammed every 
imaginable item from decades of random accumulation - much of it, “junk”. From 1940’s/50’s 
radiograms, 1980’s/90’s reproduction “valve” radios, reel to reel tape recorders, pinball 
machines and clocks; most in various states of disrepair and/or disassembly, all the way 
through to actual “real-live” valve radios. The bulk of this assemblage however was composed 
of the 78 rpm records, most appearing to be housed in their original paper covers. 
In the furthermost corners of this “Hoarders Kingdom” reposed a stunning collection of many, 
many, Edison Phonographs, whose value we estimated at a conservative $800 each. These 
beautiful machines were of course unable to be even relatively-closely examined because, put 
quite simply, we couldn’t get close enough! 
Sadly, this accumulation will likely never see “the light of day”, to be properly cared-for, 
restored, demonstrated, displayed and admired. The owner, a pleasant fellow (who I’d further 
describe as “acquisition-hardened and politely cautious”), led us into his house. 
The sight that greeted Gerry and I as we stepped inside, I will never forget.  Reposing, (a better 
adjective at this juncture would be “occupying”) the lounge-space, stood “Goliath”. 
“Goliath” (Steinite’s 1929 Model 102A) is a 9 valve, screen-grid, TRF, Radio-Phonograph / 
Combo console manufactured by The Steinite Radio Co, Fort Wayne, Indiana. U.S.A. This 
flagship model of Steinite’s acclaimed 1929 year’s range was impressive - a wireless of 
considerable substance. The sheer magnificence and quality of its wood veneers, book-ended 
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inlays and cabinet-makers art, was simply breath-taking. I glanced at Gerry — he looked like I 
felt - impressed! 
Opening the two large central doors revealed more wood-working masterpieces inside, with 
burl-walnut veneers and scroll work surrounding the facia, central control unit and speaker-
grille of this behemoth of a wireless. Surely I thought, this giant must have a chassis, power-
supply and speaker to match! In this it did not disappoint; we turned (ie manoeuvred) the 
cabinet to expose its huge cadmium-nickel plated chassis which was fed from a separate power 
supply, mounted on a sub-chassis on a lower shelf. This sub-chassis; the Model 50 Power Pack, 
was home to a huge Power Transformer, a towering case which housed the Filter and By-Pass-
condenser banks and yet another “metal box”, inside of which reposed the Filter choke 
assembly. As if this wasn’t imposing enough, staring back at us stood two ‘Globe-type’ 
Cunningham - Radiotron CX381 Half-Wave rectifiers. “Goliath” certainly came with its own 
separate Power Station!  
Partially visible in front of the Model 50 Power Pack reposed a serious looking 10 inch 
Electro-Dynamic speaker with a pole-piece that wouldn’t have been out of place as a wheel-nut 
cover on a small car. The main chassis was even more formidable in having not 1, 2, 3 or even 
4, but five Type UX227 tubes (1

st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 R.F. Amplifier tubes, Detector and a 1

st
 A.F. 

Amplifier) - all of the ‘Globe-tube’ variety. Two more metal cans were mounted beside an 
impressive ‘drum-dial’ assembly (these housed the 1

st
 and 2

nd
 A.F. Transformers). The tuning 

condenser/gang was 4-stage (1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 stages plus an antenna/aerial - tuning stage). 

Steinite clearly reaching for maximum selectivity from this Screened-Grid colossus. Rounding 
out the main chassis was the giant’s pièce de résistance — and oh boy did this get Gerry’s (and 
my) attention: Twin Cunningham Type CX350 Power- Amplifiers. These massive Triode 
Output valves, used here in Push-pull, were the very, very best that 1929 money could buy.  To 
us, the sheer power that this unit radiated was almost palpable in the room. To gain some 
perspective of both the times and the status-symbol that this unit represented 85 years ago, it is 
worth considering that in 1929 the weekly take-home wage for the American worker averaged 
between $5 and $10 per week. An R.C.A. advertisement in a late 1928 radio-periodical shows 
their 19-piece Radiotron valve line-up for the 1929 model year including prices. Commonly-
used valves such as the type 227 R.F. Amplifiers/Detector and 1

st
 Audio-Amp (remember that 

“Goliath” employs 5 such tubes) retailed at US$5.00 each. (For a worker on US$5.00 per week 
this would take the whole week’s wages just to purchase one). The two imposing Cunningham 
CX381 Half-Wave rectifiers would cost the purchaser even more — at US$7.50 each, these 
alone add another US$15.00 to the cost of the radio. Finally, the two substantial CX350 Triode 
Power Amplifiers would set the purchaser back a significant US$24.00 for the two (another 
five week’s wages). These massive amplifiers, at US$12.00 each, were the most expensive 
tube in R.C.A.’s entire 19-valve range for that year. The price-tag on “Goliath” brand-new on 
the show-room floor was top of the range of all 1929 models at US$250.00 (without tubes).  
Add US$64 necessary for the tubes and a delivery-charge quoted as US$6.00, and this monster 
required a financial commitment of US$320. 
To place this in perspective for a worker on a mid range income of say US$8 per week in 
March 1929, this Goliath at US$320 would be forty weeks or 10 months wages. Obviously this 
was a significant set in many ways and quite plainly “Goliath” would find a worthy new home 
amongst only 1929’s very rich and/or very famous. 
 

But I digress and I’m getting too far ahead of myself. In order to gain full appreciation of just 
how this “Giant from Fort Wayne” came into being we must wind the clock back over 90 years 
to the American ‘Fall’ (Autumn) of 1922 and to the town of Atchison, Kansas, USA for the 
next part of our story. 

To be continued … 
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Robert George Blake – Radio Experimenter Extraordinaire 
by Bill Heinz 

An unsung man in New Zealand radio circles is 

George Blake.  Born in Blake Street, Blaketown, 

an adjunct of Greymouth, Westland, in 1901.  

He had a very early interest in electricity and 

when he heard that electrical signals could be 

transmitted into space for reception at a distance 

he set about building a spark transmitter and 

crystal receiver.  Very little information was 

available and radio components and suitable 

copper wire barely existed.  He taught himself 

the Morse code and worked the radio operators 

on the coal, timber and passenger ships coming 

down to Westport and Greymouth.  Sometimes 

he would be waiting at the bottom of the 

gangway on the wharf to glean technical 

information from the radio operator and on one 

occasion was given a ‘loose coupler’.  There 

were large trees on a neighbouring property 

which he wanted to use to support his antenna 

but the farmer fearing that wireless waves would dry-up his cows denied him 

permission.  He powered his transmitter from a car battery and on Saturday mornings 

would strap this on his bicycle and wheel it a considerable distance to Baty’s Garage 

in Greymouth where it was charged from a motor-dynamo set.  I think that the First 

World War was still going as the Post and Telegraph Engineer got to hear of these 

illicit activities and paid him a visit.  George and his gear must have impressed him 

because the engineer simply said “just keep it under your bench”.  

When radio valves became available he built transmitters and receivers for speech 

communication although he said that his first valve transmitter was a self excited 

oscillator powered without rectification from a model T Ford spark coil.  One would 

not have had any difficulty in tuning into this highly over-modulated MCW perhaps 

pulsed signal, it would have covered half the band or more.  When higher DC 

voltages were required he made up lead acid cells using pill bottles that he paid 

children a penny each to collect for him.  These he would connect in series parallel to 

charge from the car battery then reconnected in series to provide the high tension 

battery for his receiver.  The transmitter high tension came from a DC generator 

connected to a Pelton wheel located in the washhouse (laundry) and powered by the 

high pressure town water supply.  George said that this was OK while transmitting but 

on reception there was so much hash (radio interference) that the generator had to be 

stopped during reception.  He arranged a pair of cords leading to his washhouse, a 

pull on one turned the water on and a pull on the other turned the water off.  It was the 

mechanical part of his TR switching system!  Now George could transmit music by 

placing his microphone on the horn of his Edison cylinder gramophone.  His 
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unlicensed (pirate) broadcasts were appreciated by many who sent letters from as far 

away as Australia.  Some years later he applied for a radio license and was initially 

granted an OZ callsign then ZL 3AD.  He was in good company, in 1923 the 37 other 

individual license holders included the recognised Messers Orbel, Jack and Withers. 

(Ref. NZVRS Bulletin, vol29 No 2, May 2008)   

George joined the Post and Telegraph Department about 1916, possibly straight from 

Primary School.  He became a Faultman in the Lines Branch and at one time was 

stationed at Otira.  As an aside: He drove a variety of vehicles and at one time was 

issued with a motorcycle.  He said that he was shown how to start it and ride it and off 

he went but he had not been shown how to stop it so had to keep riding around 

Greymouth until he ran out of petrol.  

His reputation as a radioman was known in the Greymouth Post Office where the 

Lines Branch was located.  Multi-channel carrier systems (similar to an extremely 

low frequency radio system but carried by wires and cables) were installed throughout 

New Zealand in the late 1920s for the carriage of multiple long distance toll calls over 

single circuit pairs.  When the 3 channel system at the Greymouth terminal failed it 

was beyond the Telephone Exchange Technician’s fault finding capability to effect 

repairs - carrier techniques would be black magic to many at the time and the exposed 

spherical valves would just be glass spheres with filaments faintly glowing in the 

dark.  The alarm bell rang continuously as fuse after replacement fuse blew and the 

doorway was crowded by Post Office senior staff hopelessly giving advice until 

someone had the sense to say “CALL GEORGE BLAKE”.  

George eventually arrived in his Faultman’s model ‘T’ Ford and was quickly rushed 

to the Carrier Room.  He disabled the alarm bell which rid the doorway of the 

audience rolled a cigarette then using his radio skills quickly found a short-circuited 

bypass capacitor that he duly replaced.  

George only bought radio components that he could not make.  He wound his own 

tubular paper condensers (capacitors) using wax paper and tin foil.  (In the 1950s his 

household radio still contained them and he said that he had never had one go faulty.) 

He even ground his own quartz crystals from scrap crystalline quartz - optical glass 

given to him by a spectacle lens maker (in Chancery Lane, Christchurch).  He would 

test pieces by placing them on the grid leak capacitor of a regenerative detector and 

with it in oscillating mode would sweep the tuning across the band.  A suitable piece 

for grinding would make a ping in the headphones as the frequency swept across its 

resonant frequency.  

George eventually passed the public examination, ‘Technical Certificate in 

Broadcasting’,  known as the ‘TCB’.  His difficulty with this he said was that he had 

been studying the wrong aspects and living on the West Coast had no one to advise 

him on what to study.  

He lived for a time in Canterbury where he and his wife, Molly, were members of the 

original NZART branch 68 (Rangiora).  There they held the call-signs ZL 3AJ and 

ZL3 DW respectively.  

When World War Two broke out the P&T had to find qualified and able radio men to 

augment their staff at the Radio Section in Wellington.  George duly transferred to 

radio duties at Wellington working at the Mt Crawford and Makara receiving Stations.  
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At Radio Section itself he was for a time the travelling Radio Technician and could 

relate some hair-raising stories about visits he made to Marine Department island 

light house stations. 

During 1949 he transferred to Christchurch to become the Senior Technician in 

Charge of the Radio Technician group established there. That is where I, Bill Heinz - 

the author of this script, come in.  I had been after a career in radio communications. 

A career that only the Post and Telegraph Department could provide and I had been 

biding my time working in the Christchurch Automatic Telephone Exchange as a 

Junior Mechanician receiving the basic technical training and qualifications until the 

Christchurch Radio Technician Group became established.  

I transferred and became the fourth member of the radio staff in 1949, the workshop’s 

first Junior Radio Mechanician.  Although radio had been one of my hobbies I had 

much to learn and George taught me via on-the-job training and bench work and gave 

me a good grounding on antenna systems.  His favourite High Frequency antenna was 

the ‘Lazy H’.   

George, whose education did not extend much after primary school if at all, wrote 

with a dip pen and ink in a copper-plate hand using impeccable grammar and would 

impress his younger staff on his ability to work out square roots using the longhand 

arithmetical method.  He was a good example of the teaching methods and the 

standards used in schools before or during the First World War where a successful 

Primary School education could fit one for life.  

George was a very keen amateur radio enthusiast.  His wife Molly in desperation from 

becoming a grass widow to his hobby prevailed upon George to teach her and some 

others that she had gathered up, the Morse code and enough technical radio 

knowledge to pass the Radio Amateurs Examination.  She became licensed within 3 

months. George’s call sign in Christchurch was ZL 3FX and Molly’s was ZL 3AO.    

This much abbreviated biography comes from my memory, assisted by that of Arthur 

Bellamore, from the odd extended Friday afternoon tea talks in the early 1950s given 

by George about his life in radio.  Also, confirmed in parts from the interview given 

to a journalist two or three days before he died in 1983 which appeared in the 

Christchurch Press Newspaper.  Neither I nor our memories can do justice to George, 

I think that he deserved a place among the recognised early New Zealand radio 

pioneers but George appeared to be very reticent about his activities in his younger 

days and avoided publicity. Maybe it was because of his early encounter with 

regulatory authority.  Unfortunately I can not give dates on his pre-WWII activities 

which I had the impression began during WWI.  

George should have written memoirs covering these times.  

George retired after his 40 years of state employment in 1956.  I last saw him in his 

home workshop sometime in the 1970s.  He was holding in his hand a half inch drill 

around the shank of which he was winding a VHF coil.  I came away musing over this 

as I had given up Ham Radio when I could not tell the difference in what I did at work 

and what I did at home.  George had stuck with it for longer than his entire adult life.  

 

Note:  The original resident of Blaketown was Issac Blake, a storekeeper during the 

Westland gold rushes.  He was no relation to George.   
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Some Radio Restorations  (Part 2)    from Albert Smith 
 

Clarion Model AC 100 made in 1932. 
The chassis on this set was a real mess [a former home of rattus rattus? Ed]. When all the rust 

was blasted away it was fairly well pitted but had no holes. After plating it still did not look 

that attractive so I attempted to give it a solder coating using a 240 watt soldering iron. That 

improved its visual appearance a lot but without the shine the plating gave to it.  

 
One unusual feature about this 

radio is that there were no 

large electrolytes used in the 

power supply. They used a 

choke as well as the field coil 

on the speaker, and had an 

appropriate value capacitors 

across them - so they were 

effectively parallel tuned to 

the 100Hz ripple frequency. 

The write up in MGAR about 

Clarion radios states that the 

original Clarions were made 

by the Transformer Company 

of America from 1930 to 1933 

before the plant was closed.  

They were imported into NZ 

right from the inception of their manufacture in 1930. Because of the short length of time the 

company was in business, and the comparatively small quantity of sets made, there are few 

remaining Clarions to be found in this country today - or so the article states. 
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Obvious before (left) and after (right) pictures demonstrating Albert’s restoration 

skills. 
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Gulbransen Model 872 made in 1933 
This radio is a 7 valve BC only set. The line up is 58 RF, 57 Mix, 58 IF, 57 AGC, 57 Det, 47 

Output, 80 Rect.  This set has 4 filament supplies, one each for the Rect, AGC, 2nd Det & 

output, RF mix & IF. 

 

Before photos upper, after lower. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We hope to have some more restoration examples from Albert’s workshop in the next issue. 
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Lossy Capacitors and Basic Radio Theory – By Don Beswick 
 

Many readers will be familiar with the black or brown HUNTS capacitors which deteriorated 

after a few years and earned themselves a somewhat derogatory nickname. And we all know 

about waxed paper capacitors that eventually pass leakage current and may become a short 

circuit thereby causing burnt out resistors or other damage. In a radio or amplifier one such 

capacitor that must be replaced is the coupling capacitor feeding the grid of the audio output 

valve. A leaky capacitor here will allow the grid of the output valve to become positive thus 

causing excessive current to flow through the output valve and transformer and also through 

the rectifier valve and power transformer. 
 

Other capacitors which deteriorate and adversely affect performance are the DUBILIER 400 

and 700 series. The 400 series are small brown capacitors about 10mm long and 4mm diameter 

with rounded ends. Values are 1000 to 10,000pF. These drift high in value and develop 

resistive losses. They were fitted to the tone control board of the QUAD 22 preamp (control 

unit) and when they deteriorate they degrade the tonal quality of the amplifier. The DUBILIER 

700 series are either light blue or grey and range from 1000pF to 1µF. The blue ones were used 

in some AWA black and white TV’s, and the grey ones were used in MARCONI test 

equipment of the mid 1960’s. 
 

In the AWA TV’s these blue capacitors caused severe non-linearity in the vertical scan. The 

picture was cramped at the top and spread out at the bottom and the adjusting pots were unable 

to correct it. The cure for this complaint was surgery in the form of a capacitorectomy, such as 

replacing the blue capacitors with PHILIPS polyester capacitors. The transformation was 

astonishing – the vertical linearity was restored and the adjusting pots were able to make the 

fine adjustments.  
 

In later years I have had trouble with the grey 700 series. For example I overhauled a 

MARCONI TF1370 sine wave/square wave generator which used a Wein bridge oscillator. 

Valves tested OK (and some were special quality types such as E810F), many resistors were 

replaced with hi-stability types, and DC voltages were close, but the circuit did not oscillate. 

After replacing all the grey capacitors the circuit worked fine. A similar situation occurred 

when I overhauled a MARCONI TF1100 high output sinewave oscillator. More recently I 

overhauled a TF2100 low distortion sinewave oscillator which used silicon and germanium 

transistors in a Wein bridge circuit. There were a few grey DUBILIER 700 series capacitors 

and they had to come out. As a matter of interest I tested a capacitor marked 0.1µF at 400 V 

using my HEATHKIT bridge and it measured 0.45µF with about 600 ohms series resistance, 

about 
3
/4 of the 800 ohm track of the power factor control. Some readers may say “alright it has 

a few hundred ohms series resistance - so what?” The significance of 600 ohms series 

resistance is by no means obvious, but when we convert it to the equivalent parallel of leakage 

resistance the situation becomes clearer. This conversion can be done simply using only basic 

principles but there are things you need to know and those you don’t need to know. 
 

What you need to know: Ohms law, basic power calculations, the meaning of capacitive 

reactance and impedance, Pythagoras’ theorem, and how to use a calculator. (What is not 

obvious is how to use this information). What you don’t need to know: Trigonometry 

involving sines and cosines, advanced algebra, calculus or the j-operator. Most readers will no 

doubt breathe a sigh of relief.  
 

OK, so let’s look at this lossy capacitor consisting 

of 0.45µF in series with 600 ohms, which was 

tested at mains frequency (50 Hz). 
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What we want to find is the value of equivalent parallel resistance, and the key point is that 

both circuits must have the same power loss. The steps required are as follows:  

(1) Find the reactance of the capacitor at 50 Hz. 

(2) Find the impedance of the series circuit.  

(3) Assume an applied voltage (a perfectly legitimate and very useful technique) and 

work out the current in the circuit. 

(4) Find the power loss in the series resistor from P = I
2
R 

(5) Consider a parallel circuit with the same applied voltage, as in (3), and knowing the 

power loss found in (4), we find the resistance by transposing the equation   

 P  = 
R

V
2

  
 to give   R  = 

P

V
2

 and that’s the value we want. 

 

So let’s see what it looks like for our lossy capacitor. 

Capacitive reactance  Xc  =  
fCπ2

1
  and   

fCπ2

1
   ≅    

C314

1
  ≅   

C

00318.0
 Ohms 

and when C is measured in µF  (10
-6

 F)  then   
fcπ2

1
 is multiplied by 10

6
 

so that  Xc =   
C

x
6

1000318.0      =  
C

3180
  ohms. 

 

When C is 1µF  then  Xc  at 50Hz  is  3180 ohms  . . . . .  worth remembering! 

When C is  0.45µF  then  Xc  =   
45.0

3180    =   7066 ohms 

The impedance of the series circuit,  Z =  
22 XcR +    =   

22 7066600 +  
 

     =  2222 )1066.70()106( xx +
 

=  44 1049931036 xx +   

=  ( ) 410499336 x+  

=  
4105029x  

=  
2109.70 x  or 7090 ohms 

 

Let’s assume a voltage of 100 volts applied to the circuit, in which case the current will be  

R

V  or 
ohms

volts

7090

100   which equals  0.0141 amp  or  14.1 mA. 

 

The power loss in the series resistance is  I
2
R,  so  

 

Power loss  =  0.0141
2
  x  600   =  0.0001988  x  600  =  0.1193 watt  or 119.3mW 

 

Now look at the parallel circuit. The parallel resistance has the full voltage across it, 100 volts, 

and must dissipate the same power;  0.1193 watt  or 119.3 mW.  

We know that power  =  
R

V 2

  so  Rp  =  
Power

V
2      

=   
1193.0

1002
  =  

1193.0

000,10
 
  =  83,820 ohms  or  

        83.82kΩ 
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In this circuit a capacitor with 600 ohms series resistance is equivalent to a capacitor with 

83.82 kΩ of parallel (or leakage) resistance in that both have the same wattage dissipation, in 

this case 119.3 mW.     NB: bad capacitor – don’t use. 

As the series resistance becomes lower, the equivalent parallel resistance becomes higher, and 

in the limiting case when the series resistance is zero (with no power loss), the parallel 

resistance is infinite (open circuit) which means no leakage current and again no power loss.  

In this capacitor the figure of 83.82 kΩ is the equivalent parallel resistance derived from an AC 

measurement at 50 Hz. The DC resistance as read by an ohmmeter may be 20 or 30 times this 

value.  Readers who are not convinced by the above methods may like to try the same 

capacitor at different frequencies and with different applied voltages and confirm the above 

results.   
 

How to find the parallel capacitor:   

If the resistive component is all that we are concerned with, then the previous steps are as far 

as one needs to go, but there is another complication. We note that the parallel resistance is 

higher and we may intuitively expect that the parallel capacitive reactance is also higher, which 

means that the equivalent capacitance will be a bit less. In order to work this out from first 

principles we need to place a further requirement on the equivalent circuit, namely that as well 

as having the same power loss, the series and parallel circuits both draw the same current from 

the supply, in this case 14.1 mA with an applied voltage of 100 volts, and have the same phase 

angle between applied voltage and current. The following steps are required: 

(1) Find the current through the parallel resistor with an applied voltage of 100 volts. 

(2) Knowing the total current and the current in the resistor we need to find the current in 

the capacitor. We have to use Pythagoras theorem because of the 90
o 

phase shift 

between the two currents. 

(3) After finding the capacitive current, and knowing the applied voltage, we find the 

reactance of the capacitor. 

(4) Having found the reactance Xc  we can calculate the capacitance C  (in µF). 
 

First we need to find the current through the parallel resistor (83.82 kΩ) with an applied 

voltage of 100 volts.  Current,  I  =  
Ωk

volts

82.83

100    =  1.19 mA 

Remember that volts divided by kilohms equals milliamps. 
 

Now we need to find the current through the capacitor, but 

we cannot simply subtract 1.19 mA from 14.1 mA because 

of the 90
o
 phase shift between the two currents, so we need 

to use Pythagoras’ theorem. 

    Ic = 22 19.11.14 −  = 41.18.198 −  = 4.197  =   

14.05 mA 

 

Having found the capacitive current, the reactance of the capacitor is given by   

   Xc  =   

mA

volts

05.14

100   =  7117 ohms. 
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And the capacitance C in microfarads is   
fXcπ2

10
6

    =   
7117

3180    =    0.447 µF. 

 

 
So these two circuits are equivalent in that when connected to 100 volts AC (50 Hz)  they both 

draw the same total current (14.1 mA) and have the same power loss (119.3 mW). If these 

capacitors were enclosed in two black boxes, each with two terminals, there would be no way 

of knowing which box had the series circuit and which had the parallel circuit.   
 

For those readers familiar with trigonometry, power factor is the cosine of the phase angle 

between the voltage and current waveforms.  In the series circuit, 

Power factor  =  cos φ  =  
Z

R   =  
7090

600   =  0.0846    and from tables  φ  =  85.2
o
 

and the lower the power factor the better the capacitor. In a perfect capacitor the current will 

lead the voltage by 90
o
 and the power loss is zero (ie power factor is zero). 

 

Series Parallel 

 

 

In the series circuit, current is the reference 

quantity because the same current flows 

through both components. 

Voltage across capacitor Vc = I x Xc,  so   

 Vc = 14.1 mA x 7066 Ω = 99.6 V. 

This voltage lags the current by 90
o
.  

Voltage across resistor  Vr = I x R,   so  

 Vr  =  14.1 mA x 600 Ω  =  8.46 V 

This voltage is in-phase with the current.  

Because of the 90
o
 phase shift, the two 

voltages must be added using Pythagoras’ 

theorem to equal the applied voltage of 100 

volts, and the applied voltage lags behind the 

supply current by 85.2
o
. 

In the parallel circuit, voltage is the reference 

quantity because the same voltage appears 

across both components.   

Current in capacitor is 14.05 mA and leads 

voltage by 90
o
. 

Current in resistor is 1.19 mA in-phase with 

voltage.   

Because of the 90
o
 phase shift, the two 

currents must be added using Pythagoras’ 

theorem to give the total current of 14.1 mA 

and the total (supply) current leads the 

applied voltage by 85.2
o
. 
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MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin 
should reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the 

prior month. These must be neatly hand 
printed, typed or printed on a separate 
page, posted to the NZVRS (for details see 

page 2) or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, 
also don’t forget to include some contact 
details; eg postal, telephone & email if 
applicable. There is no charge for 
members’ adverts but please remember 
that the NZVRS is not responsible for any 
transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small size $12 per 100 
• GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

NZ & Oz supplied, contact Paul for post 
and package charges per order. 
Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0236 1748 
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net.nz  
 

Society Sales: 
NZVRS CAPACITORS for sale to 
NZVRS NZ members only please order 
via Bryan Powell, 279 Spur Road, RD3, 
Silverdale,  0993.   
Tel: 09 - 44 22 514 or 029 415 5119  
Email, . bryan.powell@emc.co.nz   
 

Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.001 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.002 630 volts  50 cents each 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1uF 400 Volts $1.00 each 
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 

10µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
20µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 
47uF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  
MES & Bayonet   50c each 
 

Additional specials while stocks last: 
Box of 10, globular 12volt, 250mA MES 
lamps at $2 per box. 
0.1uF 630 Volt (tangential leads), 20c each 
0.1 uF 1200 V (axial leads) plastic film, 20c 
each 
0.02uF 250 Volt disc ceramic capacitors  10 
for $1.00 

Please add $3.50 per order for P&P. 
---------------------------------------------------- 

 
 

Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type with 
unprotected brass pins as pictured above) 
available at 50 cents each plus $4 post and 
package per set of 4 (ie $6 for set of 4, posted 
to an NZ address).   
KTW62 valves (actually VR100 10E/278 or 
6U7 GT, CV1100) NOS $1 each collected 
club nights or $15 for packs of 5 P&P 
inclusive. Quantity limited and may be 
rationed per member.  
Contact the NZVRS Secretary Paul 
Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden, 
Auckland 0602. 
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz  

------------------------------------------------- 
All Society Sales cheques to be made out to 

the “NZVRS” and crossed "Not 

Transferable" please. Direct banking 

options are also available to the NZVRS 

ASB bank account – see bottom of page 

inside front cover of this bulletin. 
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Wanted: 
Wanted to buy: C&B 941 Receiver. Coils, a set 
of or any. The variable selectivity IF 
transformer. Filter box off back of receiver 
chassis. A whole or parts set to rat these bits off 
- any condition.  
Contact: Phil McGechie  Tel: 07 - 862 7088  or 
email: philmcgechie@xtra.co.nz 
 

Wanted:  One only 4-pin Male Jackson Type 
Plug for Post Office HRO restoration. 
Contact: Graeme Lea  Tel: 06 758 5344  or 
email: grarich@paradise.net.nz 
Post:  116 Cutfield Road, New Plymouth. 
 

Wanted: Would anyone have a power 
transformer for a 1929-30 Rogers battery less 
chassis 832 which they are willing to sell? It 
has the usual arrangements for H.T. but it has 
two 2.5 volt filament windings.  
Please contact David Fahy  
Email: amanda.david@clear.net.nz 
 

Available: 
For sale my collection of over 30 valve-type 
vintage communication receivers. This 
includes Collins R390A, Racal RA-17, HRO, 
Hammarlund, Hallicrafters, Eddystone, etc. 
Would prefer to sell as one lot but will consider 
individual sales. For more information please 
contact John Walker ZL3IB, ph 03-348 9084 or 
email john.zl3ib@ihug.co.nz 
 

For Sale: Theatrette Bakelite Valve Radio - 
case etc in very good condition - don’t know if 
it still goes but is original. 
HMV table top wind-up gramophone, case 
has been restored, in going order, complete with 
free box of 78 records. 
Console wind-up gramophone, case in 
average condition, in going order, make un-
known, complete with free box of 78 records. 
Thanking You kindly 
Dale Felmingham (Nelson)  contact details are: 
ddf@dcr.kiwi.nz or phone 021-132 8832   
 

 
In a past era 4 wire ie separate transmit and 
receive was converted to 2 wire (eg for 
telephone termination) via a thing called a 

hybrid – a 2 wire / 4 wire converter. The 
effectiveness of this depended upon a 
number of factors – but most importantly 
the overall loss of the return circuit was to 
be less than the total gain, to prevent 
oscillation called ‘circuit howl’.  The 
following poem helped. 
 

The Hybrid   By R G Kitchen (WW?) 
 

The loss across a hybrid, 
Is a very funny sort. 
Theory says its three dB, 
From the two to four wire port. 
 

It’s also three from four to two; 
So I hope you will agree; 
That from two to four, then back to two, 
The loss is two times three. 
 

So six dB is the smallest loss, 
Between the two wire ports. 
But other factors intervene, 
To cause some second thoughts. 
 

The bits you see are not so pure, 
(A least this side of heaven), 
So minimum loss is always more than 6, 
In fact it’s close to seven. 
 

This is good for stability but, 
There’s even more in store, 
Than the three plus three and one, 
To make trans-hybrid more. 
 

Balance Return Loss is the name, 
And according to reports; 
You add it to the seven to get the loss, 
Between the four wire ports. 
 

If balance Z and two wire Z, 
Are equal to one another; 
Then balance loss will be infinite, 
So is the trans-hybrid, brother. 
 

Cause when you add infinity, 
To seven dB, you’ll see, 
Infinity ‘tis still the sum; 
Mathematics does agree. 
 

But in real life this case is rare, 
So we can ignore it for sure, 
From 10 and forty is more the mark, 
Trans-hybrid loss? - seven more. 
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So that’s the way we work it out, 
But wait, it’s not quite good enough, 
There are cases where precise results, 
Are needed and not too rough! 
 

Three other factors enter now, 
If you really want precision; 
Two you add and one to subtract, 
Before you end your mission. 
 

Reflection Losses these three are, 
And the first two we define; 
As between balance Z and four wire Z, 
And between four wire Z and Z of line. 
 

You’ve added these – that’s very good, 
Now take the other pair, 
Reflection Loss ‘tween balance and line, 
Subtract this and we’re there. 
 

These reflection losses, 
Are usually rather small, 
And for many cases, 
Can be neglected after all. 
 

They mostly total rather less, 
Than half a dB or so, 
But three times this is sometimes found, 
So you cannot always throw, 
 

These little errors bits away, 
When working on your slate, 
To calculate trans-hybrid loss, 
So consider well your fate! 
 - o - 
 

Below one of many variations of 
this issue’s cover picture. 
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